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Ground state gain dynamics of In(Ga)As-quantum dot excited state lasers are investigated via

single-color ultrafast pump-probe spectroscopy below and above lasing threshold. Two-color

pump-probe experiments are used to localize lasing and non-lasing quantum dots within the

inhomogeneously broadened ground state. Single-color results yield similar gain recovery rates

of the ground state for lasing and non-lasing quantum dots decreasing from 6 ps to 2 ps with

increasing injection current. We find that ground state gain dynamics are influenced solely by

the injection current and unaffected by laser operation of the excited state. This independence is

promising for dual-state operation schemes in quantum dot based optoelectronic devices. VC 2014
AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4885383]

Self-assembled InAs quantum dots (QDs) are widely

used as an active medium in optoelectronic devices for tele-

communication applications such as lasers and amplifiers.1,2

They provide ultrafast gain recovery, low threshold currents,

and allow for multi wavelength amplification as well as

pattern-free signal amplification with high bit rates and ultra-

fast nonlinear signal processing.3–6 For operation in the optical

telecommunication windows, zero-dimensional (0D) InAs

QDs are typically coupled to a two-dimensional (2D) carrier

reservoir and embedded in a GaAs or InP matrix. Quantum

dots emitting at 1.3 lm support a confined ground state (GS)

and one to several excited states (ES).7

QD-based devices typically operate on the QD GS,3–6

though ES operation and simultaneous or switchable dual-

state operation has attracted considerable attention.8–16

While the ultrafast carrier dynamics of the GS single-state

operating devices have been studied in a large number of

works,17–27 to date no experiments on the interdependency

of the ultrafast gain dynamics in dual-state or ES laser devi-

ces have been conducted. Especially interesting is the influ-

ence of different steady-state conditions and carrier lifetimes

in the ES on the carrier relaxation into the GS. Unambiguous

knowledge of the carrier relaxation pathways in these

coupled 0D/2D systems is crucial for designing and engi-

neering advanced QD lasers and semiconductor optical ampli-

fiers with improved high-speed modulation performance,

high-speed linear amplification, and high speed nonlinear sig-

nal processing, e.g., wavelength conversion.4

In this Letter, we experimentally investigate the influ-

ence of ES lasing on the QD GS gain recovery dynamics in

devices which have been tailored to provide modified

steady-state population conditions compared to standard

GS-based devices. Furnished with a dichroic facet coating

acting as antireflection coating in the GS, whereas highly

reflecting in the ES, these devices operate up to a certain

injection current as optical amplifiers in the GS and

eventually reach laser threshold of the ES. We address the

GS gain recovery in such a device using ultrafast pump-

probe (PP) experiments.

The investigated AlGaAs/GaAs based devices were

grown by molecular beam epitaxy and contain 5 stacks of

InGaAs/GaAs QDs in the active zone. Each dot layer is over-

grown with an InGaAs quantum well (DWELL structure).28

The mesa consists of a shallow etched 1.33 mm long and

6 lm wide ridge waveguide. The front facet (PP input into

the device) is as cleaved, whereas the rear facet (PP output

from the device) is coated.

The emission collected from a typical ES device for a

series of injection currents is shown in Fig. 1. Size, shape,

and composition distribution of the QDs lead to an inhomo-

geneous broadening of the luminescence.29,30 At low injec-

tion levels, we observe emission from the GS, centered at

1250 nm (0.992 eV) with a full width at half maximum

FIG. 1. Emission spectra of the QD device for a range of injection currents.

GS and ES emission are clearly separated and the onset of ES lasing is at

about 200 mA. The energies of the single-color pump-probe experiments are

illustrated by the colored Gaussians. For the two-color experiment, ES pump

and GS probe ranges are represented by the bare Gaussian lines. Inset:

Image of the lasing device visualized by a digital microscope.a)Electronic mail: yuecel.kaptan@physik.tu-berlin.de
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(FWHM) of 25 nm (20 meV). Increasing the injection current

leads to an increase of the ES emission, centered at a wave-

length of around 1180 nm (1.051 eV). Above a threshold cur-

rent of about 200 mA, a narrow laser line builds up on top of

the ES emission.

Single- and two-color PP experiments in heterodyne

configuration have been carried out to investigate the room-

temperature gain dynamics in the device at GS energies for

injection currents below and above the ES lasing threshold,

i.e., under fundamentally different steady-state situations.

The pump and probe laser pulses were generated by a

Toptica FemtoFiber Pro laser system, in which the emission

line of a modelocked erbium-doped fiber laser is split and

amplified independently in two nonlinear fibers to yield

supercontinuum light at wavelengths between 900 nm and

2000 nm. From these two supercontinua, suitable portions of

Gaussian shape and about 15 nm and 10 nm spectral FWHM

for the single-color and two-color experiments, respectively,

are cut by an amplitude mask in the Fourier plane of a pulse

shaper. A schematic of the setup is shown in Fig. 2. The

pulses are chirp compensated and compressed to yield pump

and probe pulses with a temporal duration of 250 fs and

350 fs, respectively. The temporal resolution of the setup is

limited only by this pulse width.

The pump pulse power in the experiment is about

500 lW, corresponding to 6.5 pJ per pulse, at a repetition

rate of 75.4 MHz. Pump and probe pulses are coupled into

the device waveguide with an in-coupling efficiency of

<10%, thus operating the device in the limit of the small sig-

nal amplification regime. Changes in transmission of the

probe pulse are detected in a heterodyne balanced detection

scheme31 using a Nirvana 2017 auto-balanced photoreceiver

and a fast 2 MHz lock-in amplifier (Perkin Elmer DSP

7280). From the differential transmission data, we determine

the pump-induced changes of the gain DG¼ 10 log(T/T0),

with T being the sample transmission at the probe wave-

length in presence, and T0 being the transmission in absence

of the pump pulse.

As we aim to observe the change of gain dynamics of

the GS due to ES lasing, we have to take into account the

effects of the inhomogeneous broadening. As shown in

Fig. 1, only a certain sub-ensemble of QDs is oscillating

within the ES. It is, therefore, necessary to identify the

energy range in the GS, which corresponds to the QD sub-

ensemble lasing in its ES. To this end, we performed a series

of preliminary two-color PP experiments without injection

current. In these experiments, the ES is optically pumped,

and the transmission signal in the GS for a range of energies

is recorded. When pumping and probing the same QD sub-

ensemble, a direct intra-QD relaxation from ES to GS is

expected to occur which manifests itself in an ultrafast

change of the transmitted probe pulse.32,33 For different

pumped and probed QD sub-ensembles, optically generated

excitons need to pass through the commonly shared 2D car-

rier reservoir by up- and down-scattering processes, which

are reflected by slower changes of the GS transmission. As

mentioned before, the device is optically pumped at the ES

laser line, while the probe pulse is tuned from 1230 nm

(1.008 eV) to 1310 nm (0.943 eV), covering the GS lumines-

cence energies. An additional single-color PP measurement

at 1180 nm is performed to resolve the expected ultrafast

change in transmission when pumping and probing the same

QD sub-ensemble. The energies and pulse widths for these

measurements are schematically illustrated as Gaussian solid

lines at the bottom of Fig. 1. In Fig. 3(a), exemplary normal-

ized transmission traces measured at three representative

probe energies of 1235 nm, 1255 nm, and 1270 nm are

shown. The expected pump-induced increase of the transmis-

sion signal is observed in all cases, and the rise-time of it

depends on the probe wavelength. A plot of the measured

10% to 90% rise times, extracted from the pump-probe

traces for all probe wavelengths is shown in Fig. 3(b). The

measured rise-times smoothly decrease with increasing

probe wavelength and ultimately reach 350 fs at wavelengths

above 1260 nm, which is the time resolution of the two-color

PP experiment given by a convolution of pump and probe

pulse durations represented by the shaded area in Figs. 3(a)

and 3(b). For further increasing probe wavelengths, we again

observe longer rise times. Since an ultrafast resolution lim-

ited 350 fs response indicates an intra-dot process, while lat-

eral dot-to-dot coupling is much slower,32,33 we are able to

FIG. 2. Single- and two-color PP setup in heterodyne detection configuration

with balanced detection.

FIG. 3. (a) Normalized changes of the gain (respectively, probe transmis-

sion) at three representative probe wavelengths within the GS under optical

excitation of the ES lasing QDs at 1180 nm. The shaded area corresponds to

the FWHM of the convolution of pump and probe pulse, i.e., the experimen-

tal time resolution of roughly 350 fs. (b) 90/10 rise-times of the pump-probe

transients optically pumped at the ES laser line and probed in the GS

between 1230 nm (1.008 eV) and 1300 nm (0.976 eV) as well as in the ES at

1180 nm. The solid line is a guide to the eye.
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identify the ES lasing QD sub-ensemble with QDs emitting

between 1260 and 1275 nm.

In the following, single-color PP investigations of the

GS gain recovery are performed at the wavelengths of

1255 nm (0.988 eV) and 1270 nm (0.976 eV). As confirmed

above, the latter addresses the GS of QDs lasing in the ES,

and the former is a control ensemble, for which the slower

observed rise-time hints at the presence of QDs disconnected

from the ES lasing. A representative set of gain traces meas-

ured at 1255 nm for a set of injection currents is displayed in

Fig. 4(a). The traces depict the normalized pump-induced

change of gain DG and show a clearly non-monoexponential

gain recovery, which can be partitioned into well separated

time ranges. Three exponentials can be identified within the

gain traces. First, within an ultrafast sub-picosecond time

range coherent dynamics and coupled polarization between

pump- and probe-pulses can be observed and analyzed

within microscopic models, e.g., a Maxwell-Bloch equation

approach.34,35 Carrier capture into the QD accounts for the

technologically important fast gain recovery and manifests

itself on an intermediate time scale of few ps.18,19 The slow

exponential decay of some 100 ps is associated with slow

carrier reservoir refilling via the externally applied current,

injecting carriers into the barrier states.36 These carriers relax

via phonon-mediated37,38 and Coulomb-mediated19,38,39

processes into the 2D carrier reservoir and slowly thermalize

to a steady-state.

Due to the order of magnitude in time separation

between the slow thermalization and the fast few-ps gain re-

covery, i.e., capture process into the QD states, the slow

component is quasi a constant within the first tens of picosec-

onds. Thus, we are able to separate the slow component and

fit the first 30 ps of our gain traces with a two-exponential

function and an additive offset y0, with the fast time constant

s1 fixed to the experimental time resolution, corresponding

to the regime of coherent response of the system. All traces

are well described by this two-exponential decay function

given by y ¼ y0 þ y1et=s1 þ y2et=s2 . Exemplary fits are shown

for a representative set of curves as solid lines in Fig. 4(a).

The extracted second time constants s2, describing the

GS recovery dynamics, are shown in Fig. 4(b) in dependence

of injection current as squared red and circular blue dots,

representing the probe wavelengths of 1270 nm (0.976 eV)

and 1255 nm (0.988 eV). We find that the GS recovery times

are comparable to the ones published for similar GS-based

devices.18,19,22 At low currents, we observe a 6 ps recovery

time, which is decreasing to 2 ps for higher injection currents

above 80 mA due to above mentioned Coulomb-mediated

scattering processes. The dashed vertical line in Fig. 4(b)

represents the laser threshold, cf. Fig. 1. Upon reaching and

exceeding laser threshold, no difference in the gain recovery

is observed for both the lasing (1270 nm) and non-lasing

(1255 nm) QDs. The onset of ES lasing is accompanied by a

sudden change of the light field oscillating in the QD device,

which does not influence the GS recovery. Although the

enhanced light field could potentially act as an additional op-

tical carrier reservoir feeding the QD states after GS carrier

depletion,40,41 no further decrease of the GS gain recovery

rate is observed. We conclude that the recovery is rather gov-

erned by the present ES carrier population which reacts only

weakly to crossing the laser threshold.15 From Fig. 4(b), it is

clear that at high currents small changes in the ES population

will not affect the GS gain recovery which reaches its opti-

mum of 2 ps already at 80 mA.

In conclusion, we experimentally investigated the process

of GS gain recovery in a laser which oscillates only in the ES

via ultrafast single- and two-color PP spectroscopy. The device

was modified compared to the ones hitherto studied in the liter-

ature by introducing a dichroic mirror coating which leads to

an enhanced feedback at the ES wavelength and thus to differ-

ent steady-state conditions. We studied GS gain recovery at

room temperature in sub-ensembles both strongly and weakly

affected by this modification. We found recovery rates similar

to the ones of standard GS-based quantum dot optical ampli-

fiers, with the current dependence governed by Coulomb scat-

tering and unaffected by crossing the ES laser threshold. The

GS recovery rates become independent of injection current and

ES lasing condition above a threshold current of about 80 mA.

This undisturbed performance of the ultrafast GS gain dynam-

ics supports the capacity of quantum dot based devices for

future dual-state operation schemes. A promising application

is simultaneous laser and amplifier operation in different QD

states by directly modulating the ES emission via current mod-

ulation without influencing gain recovery of the GS operating

as semiconductor optical amplifier.
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